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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 
     This is the Player Aids package for the Shadowrun Missions adventure entitled Strings Attached. These handouts have been 
separated from the main adventure because a) the adventure package was getting large enough already and b) the handouts were a 
large package by themselves. This also makes it easier for you to print only the copies of the adventure that you need for actually 
running the event, usually one per judge, and multiple copies of these handouts. Note, however, that these handouts will be required 
in different amounts—you may want to print a few extra pages of some sheets in advance in order to save time and confusion during 
the event. 
 
MAPS 
     The Maps section contains those maps which can be referenced by both the GM and players during the running of the adventure. 
It is suggested that the gamemaster have a fresh copy of the maps for each session, since the players will probably desire to ma rk on 
them for tactical planning. 
 
FORMS & LOGS  
     This section contains the various forms and logs that the players will need upon completion of this adventure. In Shadowrun 
Missions, each player receives a Debriefing Log upon completion of the adventure, and should be filled out according to the 
instructions in the campaign information package. Try to fill out as much of the sheet as possible, in pen (black or blue preferred), 
during the adventure, rather than waiting until the last minute. As the characters achieve various goals or critical mission ele ments, 
check them off on the sheets. That way, at the end of the adventure, you should only have to worry about filling in the Karma and 
nuyen awards, plus any special awards, contacts, et cetera. 
     There is also a pair of sheets for recording a character’s yearly activities at-a-glance. These two sheets can be printed back-to-
back if desired. The sheets are filled out by the players depending on their individual character’s activities to help determine the 
passage of time and lifestyle maintenance. 
     The final sheet is an Event Summary sheet. We hope that you, the gamemaster and/or event coordinator will take a few moments 
to fill this out and send us the results. Events with more than one table / gamemaster can certainly compile the results for easier 
submission or simply place all reports in an envelope for mailing. You can also email the results, using the same format. If you feel 
particularly strong about the adventure, the campaign, or any other related aspects, or just wish to share your successes and/or 
failures, or outstanding players, please do so—the information you provide to us will help in making the campaign a better success!  
 
CONTACT/ENEMY REFERENCE CARDS  

These pages contain the various contacts/enemies that can be awarded for this scenario. Each page has three copies of the contact/
enemy, and should be carefully separated and trimmed. We recommend that event organizers print these pages on a heavier card 
stock or weight paper (approximately 60 lbs, normal printer paper is 20 lbs), and certainly the use of colors will help them stand out. 

Note that each contact/enemy “card” consists of three regions: a background, game statistics, and contact name and type. Once 
separated into individual contacts/enemies, they should be folded so that the result is a baseball sized card that can be easily stored in 
common collectable card carriers or plastic notebook inserts (these inserts commonly hold up to nine standard card sized forms). 

The background portion should be folded back to back against the game statistics panel, and then the contact/enemy name panel 
folded down over the top of the background information. When finished, the “front” of the card will show the contact’s (enemy’s) 
name and title, and general information, the “back” will contain the relevant and known game mechanics information, and the inside 
(under the contact name “flap”) will contain the contact’s background and/or further information. 
 

Please destroy and dispose of any unused materials to help prevent misuse. 



Seattle Welcomes New Medical Response 
Company 

KSEA—The governor was on hand today to help wel-
come Seattle’s newest company—Rose Croix Biomedical 
Solutions. This private firm has been awarded certification 
as an emergency medical response company. They join 
DocWagon Seattle as one-stop options for privatized health 
care needs. 

Rose Croix is led by CEO Dr. Walter Broward, a gradu-
ate of Boston University and recent addition to Seattle’s 
skyline. They currently have three clinics located near the 
center of downtown, near Fort Lewis, and near downtown 
Everett. They have all new, state-of-the-art medical equip-
ment and technologies for meeting the demanding needs of 
today’s executive. 

Services range across the spectrum: Standard, Silver, 
Gold, Platinum, and Ebony. Instead of the bulky wristbands 
required by DocWagon, Rose Croix customers receive a 
subdermal implant that can be activated on demand to help 
locate the patient. This implant is not much larger than a 
grain of rice, but is tagged with the customer’s contract 
identification number which ties into databases to provide 
the medical history and profile as required. Higher levels of 
service include small sensors that continuously monitor the 
customer for any extreme variations in vital life signs. 

The official ribbon cutting ceremony on Rose Croix’s 
new cryogenic storage facility was also attended by trideo 
action hero Domingo Ramos. Ramos has signed on as an 
Ebony level customer of Rose Croix and has become their 
official spokesperson for the company. “As you know, I 
like to do most of my own stunts, rather than rely on com-
puter avatars or special effects. My preference for extreme 
sports only adds to the “live on the edge” lifestyle I lead. I 
want to know that if something should happen, I can count 
on a medical response company to be ready to use whatever 
is available to get me back on my feet. I believe that Rose 
Croix is that company. If you want to live life, you need to 
know you have the best protection money can buy, but 
where you’re more than just a customer. Rose Croix, 
they’re like family!” 

The “Official” Word The Word on the Street 

» What the heck is this? Another Crash Cart?? 
» Nurse Maid 
 
» No, this is a legit venture, and a brilliant one at that. Rose 
Croix opened up their doors as a corporation only a few 
weeks ago. They’ve been quietly hiring staff and obtaining 
equipment since then. This Broward fellow seems to be the 
latest “Damien Knight” - he comes out of nowhere and in a 
short time has managed to build up a viable competitor to 
DocWagon here in Seattle. He’s got a lot of nuyen bankroll-
ing this venture, but he also seems to have some hard business 
strategies as well. 
» The Chromed Accountant 
 
» What I’d like to know is how he got Ramos to jump ship 
and come over to RC. From what I can tell, their services are 
not any less expensive between their Ebony and DocWagon’s 
Super Platinum services. And from what I can tell, they’re not 
paying Ramos much money to do the face time. Interesting... 
» Luigi 
 
» You must not have heard the buzz on the streets then.  It 
seems a hot-shot new team of ‘runners hit the DocWagon 
storage facility in Tacoma last week. They removed a couple 
of the vat clones and tissue samples, and many of the others 
were destroyed. I’ll bet nuyen to nuts that one of those clones 
was for Ramos. I wonder who else they “extracted?” 
» Bitrunner 
 
» I have some contacts with Yamatetsu that say that there was 
more than one team of ‘runners in the building that night... 
» Yellow Rose 
 
» I’ll tell you where Rose Croix is getting a lot of their new 
customers—mages! Evidently some news of the hit against 
DocWagon got out. It has hurt them tremendously, since it 
shows that they are vulnerable and not as secure as we used to 
think. Trust has been lost, especially among the magical com-
munity, which trusted DocWagon to keep their tissue samples 
safe from compromise. Now, everyone is worried about ritual 
sorcery—they've pulled their contracts from DW and opened 
up new ones at RC. 
» Neon Flux 
 
» Uh, I gotta go do something... 
» Deacon Blues 



The Kethers Building 















The Sewers 



     Michelle Rampling is an elf who was born and raised 
in a quiet middle class suburb of Marseilles. She has 
lived in Seattle since 2046 and has found a comfortable 
niche in the shadows. Her first love is music and to all 
outside appearances she seems to be an unassuming 
piano teacher. A bland looking soft -spoken woman with 
an extreme aversion to violence, she keeps her hand in 
information brokerage for her own reasons. It is largely 
due to the fact that she seems nothing like a successful 
(if low end) fixer that she remains as such. 
     Michelle’s contacts are mostly ordinary folk from 
various walks of life, but she is familiar with some 
influential music personalities and maintains a constant 
Matrix presence. Though not a decker in the true sense, 
she know many folk who are, and she is quite the data 
broker. Michelle has many overseas friends, much of 
who were clients of her legal business. 
 
Preferred Runners: Deckers, “Quiet” types 
 
  

Attributes 
    B    Q    S    I    W    C       E       R 
    ?      ?     ?    4     5     4       ?        ? 
Initiative: Unknown 
Karma Pool/Pro Rating:  4/2 
Active Skills (Relevant): 
Etiquette 6 (Corporate 8), Negotiation 6, 
Computer 4 
Knowledge Skills (Relevant): 
Entertainment Industry 5 (Music 8), Fences 
3 (Paydata 6), Passcodes 3, Shadowrunners 
4, Matrix Deckers 5, Seattle Matrix 8 
Cyber/Bioware (Known): 
Datajack 
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant): 
Music Instruction (Piano), Oversees 
Contacts (Western Europe), Acquiring 
Matrix Gear (hardware/software) 
Gear (Relevant): 
None 
 

Michelle Rampling 
 

Independent Fixer 
Elf Female 

Uses: Jobs and cred, information, gear, 
additional contacts  
Places to Meet: Anywhere the fixer 
desires; typical places include local 
bars or clubs, coffee shops, crowded 
street corners where surveillance is 
next to impossible. 
Contact: Phone, Email, Matrix, 
Residence 
Available: Always. Note that Michelle 
has a real life as a piano instructor. 
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     Phil was caught bathing in the forced growth vat 
tanks of DocWagon’s facility in Tacoma. He was under 
the misconception that bathing in the special protein 
solution would help rejuvenate his body and make him 
ten years younger. Rather than face the humiliation of 
this information getting out into the public, he has 
agreed to help your character in the future. 
     Phil is a well known hotel financier in the downtown 
Seattle area and helps own and manage four hot 
properties currently. As such, he is a very wealthy man 
and a member of Seattle’s “social elite.” He is very 
charismatic and also vain about his appearance. As one 
of the favored in Seattle, he is usually invited to many 
special functions, clubs, parties, and other social 
gatherings where both the social elite and movers and 
shakers of the sprawl meet. Because of this, he can help 
the character get an invitation to such events, or as part 
of the many work crews that support such activities, as 
long as they do not embarrass him. He can also make 
discreet inquiries as to what the upper crust of Seattle is 
up to. 
     Finally, he can provide access to the records of his 
hotels should some VIP take up residence. He can give 
the character access to the room or arrange for the 
character to have a room nearby. If the character needs a 
place to stay for a few days, he can arrange for no 
records of the character’s arrival or departure. 

Attributes 
    B    Q    S    I    W    C       E       R 
    3     3     3    4     4     5       5.5      3 
Initiative: 3 + 1D6 
Karma Pool/Pro Rating:  1/1 
Active Skills (Relevant): 
Etiquette 3 (High Society 5), Unarmed 
Combat 4 
Knowledge Skills (Relevant): 
Hotel Management 8, Finance 4, Seattle 
High Society 5, Seattle Nightclubs 3 
Cyber/Bioware (Known): 
Datajack, Math SPU 1 
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant): 
None 
Gear (Relevant): 
Pocket Secretary 

Phil Collingsworth 
 

Hotel Financier 
Human Male 

Uses: Social Opportunities, Corporate 
Contacts/Information, High Society 
Places to Meet: Various Hotels in 
Downtown area 
Contact: Personal phone number, 
Email 
Available: 10AM—3AM 
Note: Contact gained through 
Intimidation and Blackmail 
(SRM01-02 Strings Attached) 
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Shadowrun Missions 
Personal Medical Vehicle Matrix Adept History Misc Missions  Help 

Mission Data— Strings Attached File Ref SRM01-02 

Codename:  Strings Attached 

Synopsis:  You’re hired to extract some VIPs from a secure facility and then destroy any evidence or witnesses that you were 
there. Of course, there are strings attached: the VIPs are not very cooperative and must be unharmed. You always did enjoy a challenge! 

Date:       r Green   r Veteran 
        r Streetwise r Elite 
Location:         r Professional r Prime  

Other Notes on Reverse  r 
 
Team Members        
      
 
 
 
Primary 
Lifestyle r Street r Squatter r Low r Middle  r High r Luxury 
 
 
 
 
 
Good Karma 
Initial       +  Earned        -  Spent   =  Available  
 
        = New Career Total  
 
Karma Pool 
Initial       +  Earned        -  Spent   =  Total  
 
Nuyen 
Initial       +  Earned        -  Spent   =  Total  

Mission Results: 
Primary goals were r not achieved r achieved (except Box #89-661) 
Box #89-661 was r not retrieved r retrieved  r given to Yamatetsu agents 
Secondary targets r Watanabe  r Rasmussen  r None 
    

Table Level 

Copy to A 
on next sheet  

A 

Mr. Johnson (GM)       SIN (SRC #) 
 
Signature 

Special Items / Notes 

Contacts Gained/Lost 

Total Career 
Good Karma 

Human: Every 10th point 
Meta: Every 20th point 

Player: __________________________________ Character: ____________________________ 
 

        Metatype:  __________   Rep: __________ 
 

        SIN (SRC#): ________________ 

r Hotel Financier, Phil Collingsworth, Level 1 
r Fixer, Michelle Rampling, Level 1  

r Marker owed to Mafia contact 



SHADOWRUN MISSIONS 
EVENT SUMMARY REPORT 

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 
Name  ____________________________________________  Email  ________________________________________ 
 
 
City  __________________________________ State/Region  _____________________ Country  ________________ 
 
 
Commando # ______________ 
 
 
EVENT INFORMATION 
 
Event Name  ________________________________________ Location  ______________________________________ 
 
 
Dates  ______________________________________________ Slot Length  ___________________ 
 
How many total tables were scheduled for this event time?  ___________ 
 
How many tables actually played?  _________ 
 
How many players were at your table?  _________ 
 
What level did your table perform at?   
r  Green r  Streetwise r  Professional r  Veteran r  Elite  r  Prime Runner 
 
How would you rate the following:  Poor  Weak  Fair  Good  Excellent 
 
Adventure    r  r  r  r  r  
Balance     r  r  r  r  r  
Non-player characters   r  r  r  r  r  
Player handouts (if any)   r  r  r  r  r  
Overall package    r  r  r  r  r  
 
What comments (good/bad) do you have for the adventure? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unforeseen Outcomes / Results / Player Stories 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


